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Article1 TickTick Content: ToDo List Planner, Reminders &amp;amp; Calendar2 Todoist: Task List, Tasks &amp;amp; Microsoft To-Do Reminder3: Lists, &amp;amp; Tasks Google Tasks Reminder4: Any Task, Any Goal. Get Things Done5 Asana: organize team projects6 Tasks.org: Open To-Do List &amp;amp; Reminder7 Any.do: To do a list, Calendar,
Planner &amp;amp; Reminder8 Memorigi: Todo List, Tasks, Calendar, &amp;amp; Reminder9 Remember Milk10 Trello: Organize anything with anyone, anywhere!11 Zenkit To Do This article is part of the Application Roundups series &amp; Our game. Previous articleHow to Article AllNext Whether you are using a must-do app to manage your pending
work items or grocery lists, it should be simple, and ideally give you the option to share the list with others to be more productive. We've selected some popular features that are easy to use and offer a decent number of features. Depending on your needs and usage, some will go straight to the point, while others will come with more advanced functionality. In
any case, you will most likely find one that suits your needs in the list below. TickTick: ToDo List Planner, Reminder &amp;amp; CalendarTickTick has developed into one of the most popular task management applications. It comes with a sleek and intuitive user interface and packs everything you need to set up: you can create checklists, add tags, add
notes, and upload attachments for each task so you can manage everything appropriately. It's easy to set deadlines and schedule recurring tasks, mainly thanks to smart date parsing functionality. Built-in collaboration features also let you share items with others, making it easier to work together. TickTick comes with widgets and Wear OS applications,
allowing you to review your to-do list at a glance. There are also Premium subscriptions that give you access to more features, including customizable themes, calendar views, higher limits for tasks, reminders, and collaborators, and third-party integration with calendars and planning tools. Todoist is one of the most advanced task managers around. For
starters, your list is organized into projects, but you can also add customizable labels to each item. The app can also handle repeating items, reminders, and due dates, as well as priority levels. It also makes it easy to collaborate with others by assigning their tasks in the project. Todoist can also easily connect to other tools like Gmail, Asana, Trello, and
Alexa, making it seamless to integrate all your tasks into one place. Finally, smartwatch compatibility, Assistant integration, and built-in makes it easy to review your remaining tasks at a glance. After Microsoft acquired Wunderlist, Microsoft built its own task management application, called To-Do. It is one of the simplest to use and still has a number of
decent features, including notes, reminders, and due dates. The interface is also sleek and customizable with a variety of themes and even dark modes. If you use Outlook, outlook also easy to turn emails into tasks. Unfortunately, To-Do doesn't play well with non-Microsoft services and doesn't integrate with the Assistant, but there are widgets to help you
access tasks quickly. Google has been late to the game when it comes to task management. Sure, Keep has been around for a while, but it's more of a note-taking app than an actual task manager. Fortunately, the company released Tasks in 2018 and bakes it with everything you need to get through your day. Similar to the way Microsoft integrates To-Do
with its productivity suite, Google apps speak natively with Gmail and Calendar, making it easy to manage your tasks. In addition, it also supports the ability to create subtasks, add detailed notes, and set due dates. It's simple and straight to the point, so it's probably enough for most people. Unfortunately, this isn't entirely like other apps, so you might want to
look for other options if you need things like folders, collaborations, and tags. At least there is a widget to easily review what's on your plate. Asana is probably one of the most powerful around. Instead of being a mere task manager, it is designed for more complex project management. It can therefore handle things like projects, tasks, reminders,
attachments, and collaboration. The latter is quite widely developed, because people can like and comment on ideas, making it much easier to centralize everything. If collaboration outside of sharing grocery lists with your partner is important to you, Asana is probably one of the best options you have. Most of the features are free and let you work with up to
15 people, so it's definitely worth a try. Tasks are one of the most complete applications and offer advanced features that users will appreciate, such as nested subtasks with unlimited depth, location-based notifications, tags and filters, customizing lists with icons and colors, syncing calendars, and snoozing tasks. It's open-source and can be used either
offline, or synchronized using Google Tasks, CalDAV, or EteSync. Any.do combines the features of the app to do with the features of the planning tool, and therefore offers advanced functionality. First, it's probably one of the best tools if you're looking at integrating with third-party services, as it can communicate with more than 2,000 other apps, including
WhatsApp, Gmail, Slack, Dropbox, and more. It naturally displays the calendar view, as well as collaboration options, and can also interpret natural languages, making it much easier to write down what's on your mind and automatically set it up. Memorigi is an intuitive application that works a bit like Any.do, in the sense that it can also be used as a planning
tool and with third-party calendars. It's actually designed to help you be productive thanks to a gesture-based interface, smart reminders, statistics, collaboration, nagging you until you complete pending tasks, etc. Unfortunately, many cool features are behind the paywall, while other apps are on the list offers them for free, so you should see which one suits
you best. Remember Milk has been around long enough, and therefore offers many great features. Unfortunately, I don't find the interface to be the slimmest, but it can achieve quite a lot if you're looking for a complete app. For example, if you're not the type to check notifications, you can get reminders by email or text to make sure you're completing a task.
You can also set priority, tags, and due dates for tasks and organize them in lists, making it easier to browse your task items. Developer: Remember Milk Prices: Free Trello is more of a project management tool, but it can also be used to manage a simpler to-do list. It's very flexible and lets you organize items on boards with various lists, but this may be
confusing if you're new to the app. However, if you handle complex tasks, this is a great way to work with others and keep track of them all, as you can set checklists, labels, and due dates and monitor their progress. Additional features such as Calendar and Map views also make it rich in features, so it may be an app to consider if you're dealing with a
complex project. Zenkit To Do has been developed to be a replacement for Wunderlist. The interface and features are very similar, but I'm personally not sure about this app. I feel like I don't have some important features for me, and although some are still in development, the relatively slow interface doesn't please me. You still have to try it, because it is
very intuitive to switch given the similarities in design and functionality. Developer: Zenkit Pricing: Tracking your tasks for free can be amazing if you don't set them up. That's where the to-do list helps. In this post, I'll show you some of the best free task list apps for Android. Then I'll give you some instructions on how to create your own to-do list app. The task
list app lets you organize tasks and make sure they're always accessible. A good to-do app must also show notifications on the device to allow users to set and view reminders. Best Free To-Do List app for Android There are many Android to-do list apps, and some of them are worth a try. Let's take a look at some of the best. Microsoft To-Do: Lists, Tasks
&amp;amp; Microsoft To-Do Reminders: Lists, &amp;Amp; Tasks Reminders by Microsoft are one of the most advanced applications available to capture tasks to do. The UI is the best, and the interface is easily accessible. It contains all the functionality necessary to create and maintain tasks. Key features: allowing you to share tasks and planning with your
friends and family features a smart advice algorithm that recommends tasks from across your list that may be relevant to the ability of the day to customize your list with features such as emojis, colorful themes, dark mode, and more versatile to-do lists such as shopping lists, reminders, notes, etc.dll. 25 MB for daily organizer tasks allows you to group lists
together by topic or project Google Tasks: Each Task, Any Goal. Get Things Done Google Tasks by Google is one of the most popular to-do apps for Android. It's easy to use and comes with lots of amazing features. It also integrates with Gmail and Google Calendar to help you get tasks done faster. It will also save you time and energy by reminding you of
your plans. Other features of the app include: editing details about any task while your work is in progress organizes your tasks by date or prioritizes using the drag and drop feature to break up your tasks into subtask TickTick TickTick is the perfect task list application if you want to stay organized and creative. If you always miss a deadline on an assignment,
you can set reminders and avoid missing deadlines altogether. Unlike most other applications to do, TickTick offers an unlimited amount of space to keep records for each task. TickTick also promotes collaboration by enabling user-based comments, which are useful when collaborating on tasks with others. Other key features include: tasks organized into lists
and folders, so you can have different folders for simple design work, home, and hobbies that let you easily switch to various tasks that organize tasks by priority adding repetitions and location reminders to the To Do List To Do task list is a very simple and easy-to-use Android app with a very easy-to-use interface. There are only a few buttons, making it
easy to create, edit, and view any task. Key features include: support for recurring task support for different types such as tasks without due dates, tasks throughout the day, and tasks at certain hours of the smart home screen widget user-friendly task management system showing you what you should do Next Google sync Todoist Todoist is also a popular
task list app for Android. The app comes with free and premium versions. The free version of Todoist features many advanced features such as an easy way to add new reminders, a list of projects on the home screen, and a slick design. Key features include: capturing and organizing tasks instantly reminders to help you remember deadlines and due dates
that assign tasks to others tracking task progress with personalized productivity trends prioritizing your tasks with priority levels Create To-Do Apps With Android App Template Templates is a great way to accelerate development projects or to learn how to create an app. Templates can also serve as a source of inspiration! CodeCanyon is the best market in
the world for Android app templates, with lots of comprehensive starter templates that are guaranteed to save you a lot of work on your Android app to your to-do list. By downloading the app template, you can easily create a complete Android app that can be uploaded to the Play Store. By building professional design and application template features, you
can start the application quickly and focus on the unique part that makes making stand out from the others. Here are some of the best templates for task list apps. The To Do To List Template To Do template has a simple to-do list editor that displays reminder options and allows you to quickly create, edit, delete, or inspect tasks. Users can also create lists
and set icons for lists. You can also create additional items in the list. Other important features of this app template include: a beautiful UI design of tasks and an infinite list of tasks displaying on the widget set icon for the ability of the list to add tasks to the ability of a specific day to customize the icons from the camera and photo gallery files stored locally
instead of the server working offline MyTodo: Todo List Flutter App MyTodo is a simple application that helps you keep track of all your to-do lists , from simple tasks to more complex projects. All your tasks are organized in a beautiful interface. Key features include: the ability to easily add and remove tasks the ability to group tasks under categories
personalizing categories of items to do using beautiful colors and design icons Create Android To-Do List Apps With API API allows to exchange data between mobile apps and web services. There are two options for creating apps: integrating existing APIs or creating new one. Using existing APIs saves you a lot of money and time. Integrating with existing
APIs is cut on the coding you have to do and makes it easier to start your project. One such API is The Todois REST Api. Todoist REST API The Todoist API is free to use for any developer who wants to add Todoist features to their application. The Todoist REST API allows developers to programmatically access most of Todoist's basic features for
managing tasks and projects. With this API, you can create Android apps that let users create repetitive tasks, organize tasks by project, assign tasks to others, and more. The API provides access to the following tools: the ability to add, edit, and delete tasks managing labels for the task of organizing your ideas by breaking them down into sections that
manage projects adding different color schemes Conclusions In this article, we looked at some of the best task list applications. However, you don't need to be limited to apps in this list. You can also create your own and customize it to suit your needs! Android app templates are a great way to get started. CodeCanyon is a Marketplace for App Templates and
Builders CodeCanyon is an online marketplace that has hundreds of additional professional Android app templates and maker tools. Some of them are very feature rich and well designed. You can sometimes days, even months, of effort using one of them. If you're having trouble deciding which template in CodeCanyon is right for you, this article will help: 22
Best Android App Template App Templates for 2021 Franc Lucas Android SDK 10 Best Android Game Templates Monty Shokeen Best Android App Template 15 Best Android eCommerce App Templates Daniel Strongin Material Materials Best Material Design Android App Template Miss Blackman Blackman
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